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ABSTRACT
McNutt, Andrew J. M.S.C.E. Department of Computer Engineering, Wright State
University, 2017. Model Preparation and User Interface Aspects for Microsoft Hololens
Medical Tutorial Applications.

Augmented Reality (AR) is the combination of computer vision and graphics to allow a
device to derive context about the environment and to display relevant information to the
user. The Microsoft Hololens is the latest wearable AR device that includes a series of
infrared sensors to perform hand tracking and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping, a
wave guide optics system to projectholograms, and an independent untethered operating
system.Thisthesis willexplore the hardware and software capabilities of the device,
prepare 3D graphical models, and understand the user interface. Specifically, in our
research the target application is a tutorial on the human body that displays and controls a
3D virtual human arm used in an educational environment. We will also address
additional features that could be addedto develop an immersive learning tool that can be
used before and duringsurgical operations.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, User Interface, Three Dimensional Models,
Microsoft Hololens, Human Anatomy
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Microsoft Hololens is the latest product developed toward Augmented
Reality (AR), in that it overlays virtual information over the physical environment, as
well as having a multitude of sensorsdetecting and recognizing the user’s gestures to
control the application and the surrounding environment for interactions. This report will
cover the new aspects of this type of AR application and the preparation needed for
models to be taken from a simple 3D point cloud to an animated and interactive hologram
in Blender, to the scripting of user input from the Hololens toolkit Unity library for the
given application. The goal of these steps is to create a model manipulation application,
applied initially for the medical domain of the human arm anatomy, to obtain an easily
navigable model display andexpandthe design framework to the stage that the Hololens
has the potential to be a valuable tool to surgeons in training.

II.

HOLOLENS HARDWARE

The device is a standalone computer that has its own Central Processing Unit,
memory, and wireless network interface that allow it to operate untethered to any local
server in terms of graphical processing, while also having access to compiler libraries
with the Universal Windows Operating System that is also developed for mobile and PC
Window environments. This provides a familiar set of operations to the user of the device
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with the ability to navigate setting configurations, web browsers, and selection of files
and applications.
The Hololens diverges from thetypical PC interface with the input methods the
user generates to navigate the features and the display method that provides information
and feedback to the user. To handle this dataflow, a custom built microprocessor centered
around augmented reality called the Holographic Processing Unit, is used for sensors
input, for recognition of the environment, and for determining the graphical displays of
the device to the user.

Waveguide Lenses
One of the key AR capabilities of the Hololens is the waveguide lens that allows
the viewer to see both the light of the environment passing through and the generated
light the system projects the holograms’ presence with. The waveguide lens allows the
projections to be focused solely on the models of interest that are typically acting as
blueprints for the current designed model that development is focused on, instead of
taking time to recreate the operating environment inside the projection to see how the
proposed part interacts with its surroundings. This also reduces the amount of power used
for projections,as lighting methods are usually the biggest power draw of mobile devices,
and by avoiding the need to display constant background rendering in the application, it
allows anuntethered 2-hour battery limit without any further attachments. Generally, this
is enough time to view a model’s presentation or demonstrate to a single user, but the user
2

will need an external battery for extended demonstrations or if the Hololens is the
primary asset creation method that will take longer operational times. The waveguide
system also has one screen for each eye, allowing the depth of holograms to be displayed
that will better match the view and allow the eyes to compare the depth of the model
against the intended environment.

Hand Tracking and Environment Sensors
Another key feature of the Hololens system is the multitude of sensors included
for video and environment sensing. It includes an Infrared depth sensor that is similar to
the Kinect body tracker, 4 visible light environment cameras, and a 2.4 Megapixel video
camera for recording.
This depth sensor is based on infrared signals that capture the time of flight
between the broadcast of the signal to receiving at a designated pixel, with a
recommended maximum effective range of 3 meters in a 120° by 120° view. The main
purpose of this is for hand tracking, allowing the movement of the user’s hand to interact
with applications. This creates an interaction method that can be used for moving
holograms translationally, scrolling through web pages, and detecting hand gestures for
selection event triggers.
The combination of the depth sensor and the four visible light sensors (in pairs on
each horizontal side of the user) is also used in Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) to create a collection of existing surfaces to allow collisions with holograms,
3

while also being able to correct location drift of the Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU)
used for head tracking by using corners and landmarks to center holograms around. And
with enough memory, the system is able to record the room around it while in use, to use
that as a basic foundation point cloud for asset creation and collision interactionswith
Unity game objects.

Figure 1: A representation of what the Hololens has stored from SLAM functionalityafter a
minute of operation (above) with the same room pictured (below). Most of this is represented by
points that are formed into polygons with nearby points.
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In addition, the last 2.4 MP camera is used in recording and broadcasting the
perspective of the user, so that the other onlookers have a sense of what the current user
is seeing, and allowing a guide to showcase the interaction methods used to control the
device and application. This view is also interlaced with the projected holograms as well,
so the representation is close to what the user is currently seeing.

Streaming Capabilities
The last sensor in the system is a microphone that allows the audio of the
environment to be recorded and streamed, as well as enabling voice commands to be
implemented into application interfaces. The microphone also allows the userto give
voice commands as an input method for a replacement for keyboard typing or as a trigger
for applications if the keyword is preprogrammed with a tie to a function. To respond, the
Hololens also has speakers next to each of the user’s ears, allowing the projection of
sound to be personally sent without disturbing others in the area. These allow audio cues
that may be used to confirm gesture recognition, notify the user of off-screen holograms
and remote triggers, or allow voice messages containing instructions to be played.
With the combination of the camera and the microphone, the entire perspective of
the user is digitally captured, and with a wireless IP (Internet Protocol) connection, the
Hololens is able to broadcast that perspective to other PCs in the local network. This is
accessed through a web page that is hosted by the Hololens and requires a user name and
password combination. In this page you have access to settings that include distance
5

between eye pupils, rendering of the recorded surroundings, the current system
performance, open applications, and the camera feed. This can be the direct feed or saved
recordings that are stored on the Hololens itself and includes the rendered holograms to
show the complete perspective of the user. This allows the user to both how to guide how
to control the applications with the livestream and to demonstrate applications to others
online with the recorded videos. The live feed itself has a maximum resolution of 720p,
and suffers from a delay of 4 -7 seconds that steadily gets longer as the broadcast session
continues. This broadcast can only be accessed through local computers, so if a user
wants to broadcast it to an external source, additional applications, such as Skype, will
need to be used.

Figure 2: An example of the provided webpage accessed through Google Chrome with a live
broadcast.
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With thishardware configuration, the Hololens, with its collection of projections,is
able to project complex personal graphics and sounds next to the user’s eyes and ears,
allowing the application of a surprising diversity of types of in information to notify the
user of virtual representations. It also has an array of sensors able to record and recognize
the nearby environment, hand gestures, and voice commands to allow the application to
react realistically and provides the user control of the application through more natural
methods that are closer to controlling another person. The combination of all these
Augmented Reality features, each adding a new aspect to user interfaces’ input and
output, present an interesting challenge to design applications that best use each of these
factors effectively. This paper proposes an application that takes advantage of the new
opportunities provided by these Augmented Reality capabilities.

III. APPLICATION DESCRIPTION
The end goal of these developmental steps is to develop a medical model viewer
to assist local surgeons in their instruction and planning of operations. To accomplish this,
we will adapt a 3 dimensional model into an application, control it with a created user
interface that takes advantage of the new Hololens features, and allow customization of it
to adapt the model to the current situation such as matching the patient’s proportion, pose,
and current wound status by changing parameters and adding appropriate labelling
graphics. The model we will develop within this paper is a human arm model as
7

requested by a local orthopedic surgeon. Choosing to model the arm will also serve as an
example to show how the modeling is able to follow along with the arm joint movements
to update the model as needed in real time and retain visual integrity of the smaller details
found within the hand, although it is also a challenge as it is one of the more complicated
anatomical regions of the human body.
By using the Hololens three dimensional models instead of a 2 dimensional chart,
the dual screens are able to provide an image to both of the surgeon’s eyes to create a
sense of depth that is able to closely match what the surgeon can expect when operating
and use that sense of depth to help recognize the orientation and anatomy model. With the
headset recording the change in viewing angles in real time, the rendering of the
changing model can create a series of images as the user moves to create a more complete
mental model than a single 2D chart with the operation viewing angle that occurs in
surgery being within that range of rendered angles. The rendering of the digital models
can also take into account the various layers of muscles, skin, veins, and nerves, to
remove or add them to the model as needed to allow either a complete view of a certain
muscle without obstruction or allow the proximity and interactions across the layers to be
shown at the operator’s will.
Another benefit of the Hololens compared to a flat screen monitor is that the user
interface to change the viewing orientation is simply moving their head and body around
the arm that is statically placed in the center of the room compared to the unique camera
controls with the mouse and keyboard that may require some instructions when viewing
8

the models on a screen. Also the Hololens device is portable, allowing the doctor to carry
this in a carrying case and move between rooms as necessary to show it to nurses,
training doctors, insurance agents, or patients that will undergo the surgery without the
hassle of ensuring a screen is installed in each room as the discussion travels between
locations and people involved. Since it is untethered, the can operate in remote locations
as well, such as disaster sites or battlefields, but may require extended batteries that
connect through micro USB and a wireless internet connection for extended sessions and
features.
The ideal application would be implementation with combat medics, whom are
trained in performing surgery operations and are present on the site of injury, to be
overseen by remote specialists that have the experience in a particular body region or
injury type. Streaming video capabilities will allow the remote specialist to see the first
person perspective of the combat medic, the Hololens then can receive IP messages to
trigger model changes, such as highlighting a certain muscle or moving a target onto the
model to replicate where the incision should occur at. This anatomy model could be
displayed directly over the body or floating above it to provide an example and have
either the overseer or voice commands to enable displays of layers or focus on certain
regions of muscles without bothering the surgeon with controlling it directly while busy
with other aspects of surgery.
What the developer of this application ended up creating was an advanced
teaching tool that allowed the model to be controlled by the basic user interfaces controls
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of the voice, gaze, and gestures that are recognized by the current developer’s model. The
rest of this paper will cover the process covered in getting that far and cover the strengths
and weaknesses of each of those input methods and potential strategies involved in
developing medical model interfaces for future applications.

IV. BLENDER MODEL PREPARATION
There are a few steps necessary to prepare a 3D mesh model for the Hololens
application. First is coupling the model’s movement to a character animation rig, second
is aligning the rotation axis to be easier to control the kinematics, third is creating a
collision mesh that surrounds the object of interest so that the ray cast of the gaze
direction can properly interact with the all aspects of the model, and last is properly
naming and grouping the meshes into layers so that the coders are able to differentiate
between mesh models while programming scripts controlling them.
As our starting point we had models, purchasedfrom CGtraders(amodels, 2016),
that had 3D meshes separated to form individual bones, muscles, and layers of
cardiovascular, skin, endocrine, and nervous systems. For the provided Blender model,
there were no interactions or relationships between them, so the first step was
establishing those relationships to form a hierarchal transformation relationship moving
from the shoulder of the arm down to the following fingers. To do this, a stick model was
made that followed the human arm behavior with rotational joints as follows. The
shoulder has three rotational dimension freedom;the elbow, wrist, and closest joint in
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each finger have two; and the rest of the two joints in each finger have one dimension.
With these we have the basis of the arm kinematics, allowing a series of joint angles to
control and replicate any arm position.

Figure 3: Collection of imagery showing the animation rig (left three images), controlling the
various layers of skin and muscles (middle) and the collection of bone and cardiovascular layers
(right).

The next task was to assign weight values for each point of the 3D mesh to one of
these stick models. These weight values control how much each of the points
proportionally follows a single joint rotational matrix, and having a mix of different
rotational joint constants would allow the nearby muscles points to flex and keep the
appearance that the muscle spans across and follows the movement of both sides of the
joint.
The axis of each joint transformation were then oriented to the natural motion of
the arm where the flexing motion is aligned to rotate along the x axis, and y axis
followedfurther along the bone, and z for rotations orthogonal to the previous axis. With
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these the scripting in C# later controlling the animations should follow the same method
if the axes are maintained in Unity, and the finger rotations can be simplified down to the
same angle across all finger joints if we need to worry about packet size in updating later.
The final step was creating a colliding mesh with each of the muscles, this is for
later ray casting collisions used in selecting an object. The limitation for these is 255
points, so one method is to use the decimate modifier to retain the shape, and use this to
create an outer edge for the muscles. In most cases the decimate modifier removed
vertices rings that travel along the muscle while maintaining the bounding shape. For
bones and armature pose control we use a capsule mesh to control interactions. These
decimated modifiers are applied to a separate copy of the model to later be linked
together in Unity.

Figure 4: Comparison between the Digital Extensor Muscle Mesh object (left) and its simpler
collision mesh volumetric representation (right)
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V.

UNITY USER INTERFACE SCRIPTING

For the purpose of programming this application, we used the recommended
Unity game engine, to program C# scripts that control the rendering properties of the
game objects. With the focus on game objects, the engine can attach functions that
modify rendering properties, such as position, rotation, rendering, scale, texture, and
material colorof all these 3D model meshes as it responds to messages broadcasted by
user interface generated messages that are triggers for the game object functions. The
starting Hololens Software Development Kit, also called the HologramToolKit(made for
Unity), provides a framework filled with example functions and manager scripts to access
those modules. These include all the basic managers that handled all the gaze, hand
gesture, and voice commands interactions with the models that were later tailored for the
arm model, which the next few pages will describe the operation of.
The criteria of how to compare the user input methods is how they can address
these four questions that the application will need to perform the specific intended
changes to the model; “What type of change?”, ” What (Who) is the target of this
change?”, “When does the application trigger this change?”, “How much of a change
does the user want?”. The type of change relates to which graphical properties of the
model object does the user want to change, such as the position, rotation, scale, rendering,
material, collision detection, or addition and removal of application specific graphics.
The target of the change refers to selection of which of the game objects representing the
13

models will receive this change that consists of individual bones, muscles, and systems
such as the cardiovascular veins and arteries, endocrine, skin, and nervous system of the
arm. The question of when to apply these changes is critical because without a cue the
change would either occur too frequently or obscure the user’s vision with too many
unwanted graphical adjustments the user cannot follow along with, or would not respond
with the requested change to show the relevant information to help with the current
situation. The fourth question of how much of a change to apply is only relevant to a few
operation types, and this is needed specifically for adjustments to the transformational
properties of the model to know the exact quantity to adjust by to fit the user’s needs and
are often difficult to know exactly without feedback before finally applying. The final
question left out is “Why apply this change?” and is left to the user to determine the
intent of the need to perform the change with the current capabilities of the computational
system lacking in recognizing the relevance of how a change in the environment will
affect the operational procedures needed and the complexity of the script needed to
process and adapt to it.

Voice Commands
The general function of the voice manager is to listen through the built in
microphone for key wordsthat then trigger the specified function in an interrupt like
manner. The default is to trigger a function call in a designated message in all children
objects assigned to the unity object tied to the script manager which can have additional
14

parameters attached. For the underlying objects, a C# script would need to be attached to
take advantage of these calls that have the same name as the broadcasted message call to
trigger, otherwise the message is ignored and no change is applied directly to that game
object.
These key words can be combined into phrases that trigger the coupled function,
so with a different keyword in the phrase, it may trigger a different function. One issue
with this is that each word needs to be recognized for the function call to be triggered. To
get around this the phrase is broken apart into individual function calls that trigger cues
that the word has been recognized, such as the cursor changing color or the designated
meshes changing, to give the user confidence that each word has been recognized. This
feedback also gives the user a chance to notice if a command was not recognizedand to
repeat or change the command before any updates to the models are finalized. This
approach for layer control utilizes3-wordtoken calls in this manner,where the first word
selects the operation type, the second word is to designate the target object, the third word
being a final keyword to complete phrase that makes sense to others listening in and
allows the user a chance to verify the command is correctly recognized. One example
phrase is “Add Muscle Layer” that would then send a function call to either a manager
object controlling all relevant properties of the arm model or to allthe muscle objects and
turn off the object’s renderer enabler. In the case of difficult words, for example words
with an ‘s’ such as skin, they can be replaced with synonyms that are more recognizable,
such as “epidermal”, which results in better recognition rates and usability. In addition,
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there is a slight one second delay between each phrase’s recognition you need to take into
account with this 3-word approach compared to the whole phrase style, so it is up to the
designer’s choice on which method they want to script the commands.
Voice commands are the easiest method of input to allow the user a chance to
trigger specific and varied amount of functionality. The drawbacks are that the discrete
numerical units are difficult to represent, such as angle degrees and distance units, and
each possible number needs to be added individually to the dictionary and have a
receiving function call in the game object for each specific value that is deemed
appropriate. Another drawback is that the user needs to be aware of each available
function call and targets available, so a tutorial or a list of command calls needs to be
prepared before the user operates and refers to an application if the full model and
functionality were to be accessed.

Gaze
The gaze method uses the IMU to track the head position and viewing angle of
the user to send out a ray cast from the center of the device out to the SLAM recognized
surroundings and virtual objects, allowing the user to target a specific region or object for
the device to recognize for use within its application where this ray-cast collides(This is
the main reason why we needed a collision mesh for each object earlier in the model
preparation). The specific collision point in 3D space, the viewing direction vector, and
the specified reference address of the object that the gaze ray cast collides can then be
16

stored publicly in a manager object script and be accessed by other scripts to tweak
relevant properties such as object location, rotation to be normal to the viewing angle, the
target of specific functions that are called by other means. The main graphical
representational tool this couples to is the cursor that follows the point of collision with
this ray cast and gives the user a chance to adjust when needed or mitigate any swaying
movement.
This cursor has the potential to be the source of many feedback cues, as it is often
visible and adjusts to be in the center of the user’s attention. The cursor is able to update
several of its graphical properties to indicate application cues; such as the radius of the
circle if the collision is on an interactive virtual object, color if a certain voice command
is recognized, and shape if hand gestures are recognized when the current gaze target is
appropriate to react. The cursor can also be modified to direct attention to off-screen
models. To accomplish this, the application extracts the viewing angle and relative
positon of the model in question to align an arrow the model of interest, which is useful
in case the model is lost outside the user’s limited field of view window.
As a targeting device this gaze provides a vital role in specifying a specific set of
coordinates or choosing a specific object address to the application, answering the
question of what the target of the change is and how much of a change is needed by
specifying where the target translational change should result it. One weakness this
method has is the inability to trigger functions or specify what type of functional model
change to apply, and it relies on other input methods to answer those questions. It is
17

possible to trigger a given function by having the cursor above the single object for a
given set of time with a visual timer as feedback, but it may be optimal for operations as
it is still difficult to make distinctions for which type of operation the user would like to
performbased on timing. Finding a balance for the timing needed for this will be difficult
between the timing of selection being too quick, making errors as the user does not have
time to react before the window of opportunity is missed for system recognition, or being
too slow that takes too much time and attention away from the current operation to
control the application.

Hand Gestures
The next component used is the near distance infrared camera that tracks and
identifies the user’s hands. By using the body tracking libraries taken from the previous
Microsoft product of the Kinect, the Hololens is able to track the index finger of the user
as an analog component by tracking the movement of the hand between flexes of the
index finger. This movement and distance can be represented in the 3 translational
dimensions with the infrared camera capturing the depth of the hand, allowing an
additional dimension control over the traditional mouse. The limitation of this gesture
recognition is that currently only one gesture is able to be tracked inside applications, the
flex of an outstretched index finger. The only other gesture used by the operating system,
the extension of all fingers from being in contact with all others, brings up the equivalent
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of the start menu for Hololens and is useful to start up another or escape from the
designed application if it reaches a failure in the user interface.
The use of the hand gestures answers the “How much” question by allowing the
analog amount of distance to apply adjustments to fine tune the position the translational
changes of the model away from a placed gaze ray-cast positions, allowing the model to
be placed anywhere and not limited to nearby spatial surfaces. The recognition speed of
these gestures is one of the most valuable aspects of this function, so this may be the most
dependable trigger for other components to rely on for event triggers. The lack of any
other gestures besides the air tap inside of Unity is a severe disadvantage to specify the
type of change, so it would have to rely on the application cues to notify what the current
use of the gestures is given after other inputs initiate the functions. To address this the
programmer would have to access the raw data provided by the sensor to create
classifiers to process the imagery and detect a specific hand gesture in a variety of
orientations and positions. Currently the air tap is the equivalent of the clicking with the
mouse, with no distinction of left or right hand for a corresponding click option, and only
tracking the index finger limits your options for calling other functions with other fingers
or combination of lifted fingers. And the combination of hands such as spreading both
hands apart could correlate directly to adjusting the scale of the object the same as
spanning with two fingers is on smart phones to zoom in in the specified direction.
Planned developments of adding deep neural networks to the custom built Holographic
Processing Unit may be able to address this issue to perform better hand segmentation in
19

future versions so that the Unity Game engine may be able to access more functionality
from this developing user input method.(Pollefeys, Marc;, 2017)

Bluetooth Legacy Input Methods
With the Bluetooth module and unified Windows operating system, it is possible
to pair together existing Bluetooth mice, keyboards, and other devices. Mice would be a
suitable substitute to the gaze and hand gestures with the ability to move the cursor
around with horizontal (X) and vertical movement (Y) to let the depth (Z) be determined
by the ray cast determined by the corresponding angle. And keyboards would also work
to replace voice commands without the need for the user to distract others while also
having the commands be less susceptible to noise pollution, but use of the keyboard
would require prompts inside the application. Currently the Hololens package also comes
with a Bluetooth tapper device that can be used to replace the air tap gesture in operation,
and can be held more comfortably and be operated more discreetly without constantly
raising arms in front of the device. Use of these Bluetooth devices are optional, but will
have to be considered in the user interface creation to be implemented in the final
application. The rest of this paper will not consider these options as we cannot make any
assumptions on the environment of the user, and would prefer the hands free methods so
that the operating surgeon can keep his medical instruments in his hands to perform the
necessary steps unburdened.
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VI. APPLICATION FEATURES
Now that the possible user interfaces of the Hololens has been discussed, it is now
possible to discuss in detail all the functions and features that use these aspects and how it
could be organized inside the Unity engine. The paper will now discuss the types of
functions that change the graphical models that can be implemented currently in three
levels of development that would progress the current learning tool to a surgery
preparation planner, and then to a surgery aide. The learning tool is mainly the features of
the model manipulation tools that adjust the rendering settings to control the amount of
information provided to the user. The surgery planner features are steps taken in asset
creationto address any discrepancies between the patient and the generic model by
modifying the base generic model. The aspects that would create a surgery aideare how to
allow other sources to trigger function calls so that the operating surgeon can receive the
advice provided while still focusing on the operation unhindered.

Application Features: Teaching Tool
The effectiveness of how well the application is at providing information is tied
specifically to the variety of types of available information that the application provides
that are about either a certain aspect of the model or combination of parts and interactions
that the user may be unfamiliar with. There will be many possible ways for graphics to
explain this complicated system, but part of the issue is that too many of these graphics at
21

a time will be obscuring each other and the environment the graphics are meant to be
describing. The goal of this paper is to describe the type of graphical change, how it
could be useful, and the recommended user inputs to control them appearing or hiding.

Model Placement
One important aspect is controlling the placement of the holographic model so
that it is out of the way and the user does not collide with anything while attempting to
view it. These models are statically placed in relation to the landmarks picked up by the
environment sensor that are easily recognizable in the depth image processing, such as
corners of tables and walls of the room. This creates stability of the model that prevents
nausea and obscurations of the model in being viewed.
For the user to control this, the application has several voice command key words
to adjust the translational offset of the model that will move it around. After recognizing
the key word “Place”, the application then takes the current 3D collision point of the gaze
and moves the model to that position, while also rendering the detected surface mesh of
polygons that represent the environment the Hololens has been able to detect. The model
will then move along with the collision point as the user moves his head, so saying “Place”
again when the model is in the desired position will toggle off the function and the
current position will be finalized also while turning off the rendering of detected surface.
One limitation of just using the collision point for model placement though is the
lack to move the model into spaces away from the collision surface, so another set of
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voice commands are implemented with the key phrase, “Adjust Left / Right / Up / Down
/ Forward / Back”. Once this phrase is recognized with the appropriate direction, it then
moves the model 6 inches in the specified direction. The question of how to
organizecoupling of direction keyword to the translational movement is then brought up.
One solution is to adjust the directions to be relative to the user and extract the main
camera’slocal axis at the time of execution to move the model in the appropriate direction,
such as using the positive X axis for right, negative Y axis for down, and back for
incrementing the distance from the user. Another way is to break the phrase into
keywords and after the token “Adjust” is heard, display the labelled orientation axis for
the user to select the appropriate direction. Once the direction has been received, the
token approach can then ask the amount of distance and show the adjustments before
finalizing the operation with a key word such as “Complete”. Allowing the use of hand
detection is an option as well, so once the word “Adjust” has been received, the
application can then create an offset equal to the hand’s movement while the user is
closing his index finger for a more intuitive and precise control method.

Layer Controls
With the various systems of the human anatomy, there will be many layers on top
of each other obscuring those deeper in the arm. To control which layers and their
interactions are shown, voice commands can be used to trigger the rendering of each
mesh object in each group with the broadcast message sent by the voice manager.
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With the many different targets, the voice commands are taken in token form with
the first token being either “Add / Remove” to either show or hide the target layer. The
current list of targets are the systems present in the arm, “Bone / Muscle/ Skin / Cardio /
Endo / Nerve” are the current keywords used to select the target group of meshes models,
and it is possibleto add the names of individual bones and muscles to this list of targets
for more precise manipulation. The keyword “Layer” is used to finalize the change and
update the model. As these tokens are uttered, the cursor changes color to show the
application’s recognition of the token and allow reiteration on unrecognized words, with
the potential use of synonyms that are easier to distinguish.
Additional steps to be taken are using the gaze feature to select individual muscle
or bone meshes to hide when the user says “Hide”. This works one way to hide the object,
as when the renderer is turned off, so is the collision detection. To bypass thishindrance,
the rendering method could change the default polygon rendering to a point cloud
rendering to allow the user to see obstructed, but still have a sense of where to aim the
gaze at to select the specific hidden object, but will have difficulty selecting objects
underneath in complicated layers of systems.
Another addition could be the device highlighting the targeted game object to
have it stand out compared to other objects. So if the user selects a muscle with gaze and
then highlights the mesh, the user can change their orientation and move around the arm
to keep track of where that specific muscle is across the viewpoints without fear of losing
it.
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Figure 5: Compilation of available layers within application going from skeletal (first image).
cardiovascular (second). Nervous (third), Muscular (fourth), Endocrine (left in bottom row), all
Interior layers (middle bottom row), and the skin layer (right bottom row).

Name Labels
If the user needs to target a specific muscle with voice commands, it would be
difficult to do so without knowing the name of the muscle or bone they are trying to
manipulate that the application would recognize. Knowing the name of that muscle
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would be useful throughout the medical domain, as it allows to refer actions needed to be
taken concisely to others with similar education and to research through other sources to
learn more about that part.
To accomplish this need in the application, having labels that are shown after the
recognition of the voice commands “Show Bone / Muscle Names” can be accomplished
by attaching a text object to each of the meshes and having a script attached that enable
or disable the renderer. Inside the script is a function that shares the same name as the
broadcasted message sent by the voice manager, and can be extended to several other
options such as enlarging, shrinking, or changing the color of the text labels. Another
addition to the text scripts to increase readability is to realign the text so that it is always
facing the user. By extracting the viewing angle, the application can reorient the text
around the y axis to match the viewing angle every graphical update.

Figure 6: An example of the labels of bone names and how it would look in operation.
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Pose Control
In order for the model to match the various positions the arm moves through, the
model itself will need to bend along natural motions and the user will need to control
these rotations to match the potential angles they may later observe in the future care of
patients.
The function calls to adjust the rotation will need all the parameters filled in for
precise controls. Using voice commands to name the easy to remember names of
“Shoulder / Elbow / Wrist / Fingers” is enough to specify the target joint to move, but
will need to also specify the axis of rotation and how much to rotate. In the application
there are the following keywords to designate the type of operations “Flex / Extend /
Rotate / Raise / Lower / Increment / Decrement / Set” determine the level of control. Flex
and extend are paired to the natural largest motions of the arm so it is easier to remember
the axis pivots, with the X axis can be aligned so that positive x rotations can match the
flex, with extend being used for incrementing in the opposite direction with negative
increments. “Rotate, Raise, and Lower” are used to differentiate different axis with
“Rotate” coupling to the y axis and “Raise / Lower” coupling with the z axis. If the user
is more familiar with the modeling rig axis, they can use “Increment / Decrement”
instead followed by “X / Y / Z Axis” and the amount of degrees to apply. “Set” would be
used if the user has a specific angle they want to set to without taking into consideration
the current angle that may be difficult to read. If there are preset poses and angle
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considered beforehand, the user can say “Pose One” to set the angles to that configuration,
and this can be applied to every angle in the arm and be able to then increment the angles
to fine tune.
Other types of inputs can also be used are the hand gestures and the gaze. Hand
gestures can be used to extract the direction and tied to which angle axis to rotate by, and
the amount of rotation to be extracted from the distance of hand movement before and
after applying the air tap gesture. Having the model to update this angle while the gesture
is being recorded can be used to provide feedback and allow the user to let go of
movement once it matches their expectations. Gaze can also be used to quicker direct a
direction to set the arm to by extracting the final orientation of the arm through the
direction of the offset between the collision point and the joint of interest to find a
combination of possible angles within the tolerable limits of flexibility to match it. In the
case of a mistake, the programmer can create a backup by including variables of the last
set of angles before the commands that can be applied if the latest adjustment was
incorrect, and by saying “Revert / Undo” may return the model to an earlier state.

With these set of features, the model inserted into the application is able to be
used as a teaching tool to better recreate orientations allow users a better representation of
the human anatomy that may match the orientation they will experience in an already
stressful situation.
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Application Specific Graphics: Surgery Planner
If this application were to be used in the medical profession to plan and
demonstrate the current situation of the patient’s arm to other surgeons, nurses, patient,
relatives, insurance agents, and any other people involved, the model asset would need to
be updated to address differences from the provided generic model that the patient
exhibits. These differences can be addressed by either adjusting the modelto the patient’s
anatomy or proportions orthe demonstration of the current injury and its interactions with
the current model.

Scaling
The current application can scale each mesh part to fit the current patient’s limb
length and radius during the application’s operation through voice commands and hand
gestures similar to the pose rotation. What this does is it changes the distance between
each joint and the proportional distance of each point to the nearby joint is linearly
adjusted, so the patterns of veins and proportions of muscle growth will not be affected
by this. This can be useful in showing where to perform incisions based on location of the
arm and coordinating with machinery and instrument layouts, but consequences of a
mismatch may result in complications as nerves, veins, and sensitive muscles may be in
the planned incision area if this app and model were relied upon directly.
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Selection from a Variety of Prepared Meshes
In the medical field, there are observations that several patterns of cardiovascular
veins appear in their shoulder and wrist, and that most patients follow a pattern that may
differ from another singular patient, but on a larger scope, match others with statistical
significance of a percentage of the population. So if there are only several patterns of the
arm that a patient may best match in a certain region of the body, say shoulder or wrist
vein structures, the current generic mesh modeling their cardiovascular system can be
exchanged with another variation of the mesh that has been made to match the observed
pattern. This can be done with the voice commands in the application once the user has
noticed the discrepancy from personal inspections or sensor reading of the patient.

Custom Modelling
If the current patient does not fit any generic model, possibly due to the injury in
question, a custom point cloud or image could be extracted from x-rays and Magnetic
Resonating Imagery.The current operators will then need to go through the previously
discussed steps in model preparation to tie the point cloud to the controlling animation
figure. If these procedures are too time consuming to be accomplished in time, then a
texture containing the charts and imagery made by those sensors could be wrapped
around the current mesh objects that would retain the current generic volumetric collision
boundaries for interaction and selection. For the initial trials of this process, it is
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recommended to have a technician familiar with the anatomy and modelling process that
is able to detect errors made through automated processes and apply graphical corrections
before any mistake occurs.

Wound Representation
Another asset that can be customized to the current situation is representations of
the wound. This can be a simple shape that represents the bounds of the affected area, or
it can be an imported 3D mesh that is constructed from sensors. As long as the wound is
paired to the next lower joint transformation, it will follow along with the rest of the
model. This representation can be a rendering paired with a texture overlaying the image
taken, or it can be a shaded area if the user wants to see the estimated wounded area in
relation to the rest of the arm. And if multiple images or models are taken over time, the
graphical display can iterate through them to show the observer the progress or
deterioration of the wound. This can be cycling through in animation automatically or
controlled by voice commands to advance over time.

With these methods to adapt the model to replicate the current situation, everyone
involved can see the intricacies of what differs from generic examples in libraries with
the current situation and have plans of the procedure around the patient to be more
precise by taking into consideration the features patient demonstrated by the application.
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Application Specific Graphics: Surgery Guidance
There are several steps needed to be able to provide guidance during the actual
operation, and most of that is giving the application cues in real time for when the student
is seeking guidance, while not breaking their concentration from the surgery. In order to
do this there are a few options, set up a way for the system to monitor and adjust in
response to any change in the environment, or establish a remote link to a technical
operator that has control over application cues. With this the application’s guidance can
follow along while providing the appropriate insightful and encouraging model not be a
hindrance leading to complications.

Kinect Integration for Automated Tracking
To allow the hologram system itself to move the model around and not obstruct
the surgeon, yet move the model into a meaningful place for when it is needed, the
Hololens will need to map the patient’s position in the room automatically without
instruction from the occupied surgeon, an image processing task not currently capable
with the Hololens Software Development Kit currently. The current device that is able to
perform real time body tracking is the Kinect camera from Microsoft, with an emphasis
on body tracking all individuals inside its view and infrared range in relation to the room
around them. If a local server is connected to a Kinect camera overlooking the operation
room, it can then communicate over wireless IP the relative location of the patient to the
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camera, as well as the joint positions and angles of the patient. The Hololens may need
some calibration by having the operator point out the direction and angle of the Kinect
sensor in the room to obtain a transformation matrix. The server can then extract the joint
positions relative to the camera and then send over the location over IP in frequent
packets, that will then notify the Hololens the position it will need to project the model
and update the animation joints to have the model’s pose to match the patient’s and give
the surgeon a look at the chart that now matches the current view of the patient’s arm.

Figure 7: An example of the Kinect Integration with the person being recorded with the camera
(Left) and the displaying of the point cloud through the Hololens (right) (Chaithanya, 2017)

Remote Overseer Control
Another way to trigger cues without the surgeon taking away his attention is to
have an operator on the local server to trigger those cues. This can be a specialist or
teacher in the field overlooking the surgeon and providing graphical cues to guide the
surgeon’s attention when needed. With the camera feed from the surgeon’s Hololens, the
teacher can have a clear view on what the surgeon’s attention is on, and with the
holograms the teacher can provide cues to guide the surgeon’s attention and better match
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the instructions to the task at hand on the patient before him. There is also a speaker
system inside the device that can relay the teacher’s vocal instructions as well. In terms of
programming this will have to be accomplished by another program that has free control
over the holograms, so the Hololens will have to be receiving any changes instructed by
the local server and change the model as needed through IP packets received by the
device’s sockets. With the current situation this can be done in an established room for
training situations, but at some point this process can be made remotely over the internet
if it is needed to train personal in times of need.

There are two situations where this training may be vital from a remote specialist
to a training surgeon that is in the same location as the patient, combat medics treating
injuries on soldiers and disaster relief workers treating victims at the site of a natural
disaster, building collapse, or other forms of emergency care. While these professions
may have been trained in the operating room procedures and have stable hands and tools
needed to operate, having the guidance of a remote specialist that is hard to logistically
travel on site in a timely manner to save the patient while also transferring some of that
experience and knowledge for similar situations in the future. By having this model that
can closely match the inner anatomy of the arm, adjusting it to match the patient’s current
position, and cues controlled by an experienced remote overseer to guide the medic, the
operation should proceed without hesitation and hopefully save the patient.
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VII. CONCLUSION
The Hololens is a new wearable AR tool with enough computational power and
operating system compiler libraries to perform SLAM with the infrared sensors, project
holographical displays to the user without obscuring their vision, and establish a wireless
IP connection with nearby devices for integration into a system of devices and sensors.
With this the knowledge of the human body presented in the form of the models can be
demonstrated to the user’s audio and visual information senses. This focus on the
projection capabilities of the mobile device shows a focus on the initial development kit
having a focus on stability and fidelity of the displayed models, as well as the user
interface inputs the advanced sensors allow takes advantage of those features to provide
cues to control the models to fit the situation and provide insight the operator currently
needs. With the current capabilities, models from many disciplines following established
formats can be seen through the device, and allow a more accurate depiction to be
compared with the environment the proposed part may interact with to enable the
operator to decide on future modifications to either the part itself, preparations to
accommodate it in the environment, or instructions to the staff to operate by.
The current capabilities of the sensors and the access to the data generated to the
application programmers through the unity engine was enough to sufficiently control the
model to match the scenario and types of information needed, but will need a script to
interpret what graphical changes to respond with, requiring the programmer to have a
detailed plan for all circumstances that the operator may use the device in and time from
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the operator to trigger those changes to better suit the situation. In some situations, this
type of script could cause mistakes due to distracting obscurations of situation, so to
prevent those distractions, the handling of critical events is passed to other operators with
the ability of the Hololens to receive wireless IP packets to send the surgeon’s
perspectives and receive triggers. This approach is also one of the focuses of the device’s
development to allow the remote training of local operators from available overseers with
a connection to the internet, and can be applied to other domains as well given the
application function calls and triggers have been formatted to the new domain. This has
the potential to be a valuable learning tool for remote regions where it is not
economically or logistically viable to transfer either party to the other for in person
guidance, while also addressing often critical crises in time by cutting out travel to the
site of operation with lesser trained local response teams with guidance from specialized
individuals familiar with the system in question. Economically this increases the
opportunities for the overseer in the short term by increasing the range in where they can
apply their knowledge without extensive travel, and in the long term it increases the local
agents’ capacities with the form of physical learning from the first-hand experience. This
is enabled bythe combination of the device’s projection with the guiding audio learning
provided by the overseer over IP and visual learning provided by industry specific models
of the system. In conclusion the Hololens is a device that is capable of increasing the
interactions of individual worker with the growing digital workplacethat is growing in
today’s environment to an ever larger system and complexity.
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